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I. Abstract 

The purpose of this project was to build a scaled-down shooting machine that has the 
ability to rebound a nerf-sized basketball and pass it back out to the shooter. This project has two 
main components. The first part is a digital display that counts the shots made, which is 
recognized using a photoresistor located on the opposite side of the rim to a laser. The second 
component of the project is a catapult that resets itself with the help of two stepper-motors; after 
being pulled back, the catapult is then released by a solenoid which moves the hinge holding the 
catapult back when it receives a high voltage. Currently, our shooting machine has the ability to 
shoot a basketball of mass 0.157 kilograms a distance of 10 feet.  
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II. Motivation and History 
This project idea was inspired by personally using the shooting machines at Menlo, and 

learning that Menlo athletics is considering buying a new machine. Our initial goal was to not 
only understand at a much deeper level a machine that Menlo basketball players use on a daily 
basis by replicating it, but also leave Menlo with another functioning shooting machine. 
However, due to time constraints, and challenges with providing the catapult with enough torque 
to propel a regulation-sized basketball 15 feet away, we decided to do a miniature version of a 
rebounder that can be used with nerf basketballs.  

Shooting machines are used by basketball players of all ages to improve their shooting 
performances in games. The two qualities of shooting machines that are most appealing include: 
one, that a machine allows for many shots in a short amount of time, and two, it allows a player 
to shoot by themselves and thereby eliminates the need for a human rebounder.  

The most basic basketball rebounder is seen in Figure 1 and is a purely mechanical 
machine. It includes two major parts. The first part is a large net that encloses the rim so that any 
basketball that is shot at the basket, whether a miss or make, is caught by the net. The second 
part includes the 15 to 22 foot tracks that are continuous from the base of the net and therefore 
allow the ball to travel back to the shooter. Lastly, shooters are able to shoot from any spot on 
the court within the 22 foot radius as the rebounder is placed on wheels which allows for rotation 
of the machine.  

The more developed basketball rebounder that is used today by high school, college, and 
professional teams is known as The Gun. Although based on the earliest version of a rebounder, 
The Gun, seen in Figure 2, is much more complicated. This is because instead of a mechanical 
track that brings the basketball back to the shooter, The Gun passes the ball back out and is 
therefore able to better replicate a game-like situation. It is able to do this using a catapult-spring 
system. In addition to this major improvement, The Gun also includes a digital display showing 
the total shots taken, shots made, and shooting percentage. The Gun finds the shots made as it 
includes a motion sensor that connects to the net and lays on the back of the rim. It can also 
calculate the shots taken using a counter that increases every time the catapult is released.  

The Gun is similar to pitching machines used in baseball in the sense that both shoot out 
a ball at a player. The most widely used pitching machine consists of one wheel as seen in Figure 
4. This machine has the ability to shoot a baseball out at speeds ranging from 20 to 70 mph. [5] 
The ball is placed in the holder and then falls onto the wheel. Without any slipping, the baseball 
is able to shoot out at high speed. This is due to conservation of momentum (states that 
momentum before must equal momentum final), which holds as no outside force acts on the 
baseball and wheel system. Some of the kinetic energy of the wheel is transferred into kinetic 
energy of the baseball as the baseball’s velocity increases while the wheel’s velocity decreases 
slightly. This is evident by the conservation of momentum:  

.v )(m )( initial wheel wheel = v )(m ) v )(m ) ( f inal wheel wheel + ( f inal baseball baseball   
It is beneficial to study both the basketball rebounder and baseball pitching machine 

because they both use different methods to achieve the goal of putting a projectile in motion. The 
Gun uses a catapult to pass the basketball out, while the pitching machine uses a roller to release 
the baseball.  
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Figure 1. Earliest version of basketball rebounder [3] 

Figure 2. Current version of basketball rebounder known as The Gun [3] 
Figure 3. Inside look of The Gun  

Figure 4. One-wheel pitching machine [2] 
 

III. Theory of operation 
A. Physics behind catapult: 
The potential energy (U) stored in the spring is converted into rotational kinetic energy (KE) 
used to launch the machine: 

1/2)kxU = ( 2  
k = spring constant 
KE  (1/2)Iwrot =  2

  
I = rotational inertia = 1/3)mr( 2  

w= rotational velocity 
U = E K rot  

1/2)kx  (1/2)(1/3)mr w( 2 =  2 2  
w =   √(2kx /mr )2 2  

 
This rotational velocity is then converted to linear velocity once the catapult is done launching: 

v = wr 
v =  r  √(2kx /mr )2 2 *   

 
B. Torque of Stepper Motor 

The arm of the catapult moves on a pivot and both the surgical tubing and the stepper 
motors provides a torque on the arm. Besides the initial brief acceleration to start the movement, 
the arm moves at a constant speed. Since two stepper motors are being used, half the torque 

 of the surgical tubing is always equal to the torque  of each stepper motor.(0.5)τ )( s τ )( m  
F rτ s =  s  

τ m = (0.5)τ s  
0.5)F rτ m = ( s  

xF =  − k  
0.5)kxrτ m =  − ( s  
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The displacement of the spring is constantly increasing as the arm pivots more and 
therefore the torque is increasing as well. The maximum torque of the stepper motor is when the 
tubing is stretched the most and is equal to the product of the spring constant, displacement, and 
lever arm distance. 
 
C. Explanation of a solenoid 

A solenoid is repeated coils of wire over a length which carry current as shown below in 
Figure 5. When the solenoid carries current it produces a magnetic field within the coil and 
around it. The magnetic field is equal to the product of (a constant), the number of turns, and μ0  
the current that goes through the wire. In order to find the direction of the solenoid, the right 
hand rule is used. The fingers curl in the direction of the current and the thumb points in the 
direction of the magnetic field. A solenoid is used in the machine as the trigger to release the 
arm. When the solenoid is given current, the magnetic field pulls in the lever which is holding 
the arm in place. Once the arm has been pulled in, the lever arm of the machine is released and 
launches the basketball. The current to the solenoid is then cut off and then everything returns to 
its initial position as no more current means no more induced magnetic field. 

 
Figure 5. Example of a Solenoid [1] 

 
IV. Design 
A. Explanation of Stepper Motor Use 

Stepper motors are DC motors which have multiple coils that act as different phases, 
resulting in the motor rotating one step at a time depending on which coil is fired. This allows for 
more precision than with a normal motor. This machine uses stepper motors to pull the catapult 
down and then release it at the correct time. The precision is needed in order to have the stepper 
motor change direction at the correct time. The stepper motor pulls on a string until a trigger 
catches the arm. The stepper motor then needs to rotate in the opposite direction in order to 
provide the string with slack for when the arm is released from the trigger. In order to get the 
stepper motors to function in the correct way, a Big Easy Driver is used to control it and send the 
signals to the coils at the correct time. The code for the stepper motor is in Appendix B. 
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Figure 6. Picture of stepper motor used (attached to both sides of stepper motor are 
acrylic cylinders used to keep the strings attached to the catapult in place) 

 
B. Explanation of the trigger system 

The biggest challenge of the project was figuring out how to get the catapult to release 
and reset independently. In order to achieve this, two strings are attached to the lever arm. Two 
stepper motors wrap the string around a gear and pull down the lever arm which causes tension 
in the string. Once the arm is pulled down the maximum distance, it pushes back on a spring 
which is attached to a hinge. Since the lever arm is hollow, once the arm passes the spring, the 
spring pops the hinge back out and locks the arm into place. The stepper motors then reverses 
direction in order to create some slack in the string while the hinge holds the arm in place. Once 
there is enough slack in the spring, current is delivered to the solenoid and the solenoid pulls the 
hinge back slightly, allowing the lever arm to be released. The tension in the surgical tubing then 
allows the ball to be launched. 
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Figure 7. Picture of hinge from side view of catapult 

 
Figure 8. Picture of hinge from front view of catapult 
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C. CAD of the catapult 
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D. Electrical: Counting the shots made 
In order to count the shots made, a laser is attached to one side of the hoop and a 

photoresistor to the other. When a basketball goes through the hoop, the laser is cut off and the 
light going to the photo resistor decreases, causing the voltage read by the arduino to decrease as 
well.  

 
Figure 9. Circuit Diagram for the mechanism using to count shots made 

 
E. Electrical: Making a digital display 

Each block in Figure 10 represents three LED’s in parallel (drawn in circuit diagram in 
Figure 11.) Each block is connected to both a ground pin and an individual input pin on the 
arduino. When that pin is set to high voltage as a result of the count increasing after a shot made, 
that block of LED’s lights up. For example, the number one would send high voltage to pins 6 
and 7.  (code in Appendix A)  

 
Figure 10. Configuration of digital display 

Figure 11. circuit diagram for each block seen in figure 9  
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V. Results 
A. Find the Spring Constant using Hooke’s Law 

The spring constant of the tubing (acts as a spring) in our catapult was found using 
Hooke’s Law, which states . To do this, a 5 inch piece of tubing was clamped to the top− xF = k  
of a rod so that the tubing was attached unstretched. A ruler was placed next to the tubing and the 
position of the end of the tubing was marked down. A mass m was attached to the end of the 
tubing before the displacement of the tubing from its original position was measured. For each 
trial, the mass of the weight was changed and both the mass and displacement were recorded. 
With this information, one has the ability to graph the force exerted on the tubing ( ) as gF g = m  
a function of the displacement of the tubing. The slope of this graph will be the spring constant k. 
 
Table 1: Measurements from Hooke’s Law experiment 

Force 
(mg)  

0.539 0.8918 1.421 2.1266 2.9106 3.6162 5.341 

displacem
ent (m) 

0.01905 
 

0.0254 0.03175 0.0381 0.04572 0.0508 0.09652 
 

  
Graph 1: Using Hooke’s Law to Find the Spring Constant of the Tubing  

 
The spring constant of the tubing used by the catapult is 63.5 N/m.  
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B. Finding initial velocity and distance travelled by basketball  
With the knowledge of the spring constant, one can solve for the total potential energy of 

the catapult before it is released, the initial velocity of the basketball, and how far the basketball 
can travel.  

  kx U spring = 2
1 2  

 (63.5)(0.4318) 3.70965 JU spring = 2
1 2 = 1  

There were four tubes therefore the total potential energy is: 
4)(13.70965) 4.84JU total = ( = 5  

Set the initial potential energy to the kinetic energy due to conservation of energy to 
solve for the initial velocity of the basketball: 

4.84 )(0.157)(v ) 5 = ( 2
1

i
2  

6.43 m/svi = 2  
Assuming the setup below: 

    
 

Use to solve for time it takes for ball to travel halfwayy t )at Δ = vi + ( 2
1 2  

.1059 .8941 26.43)(sin10˚)(t) )(− .8)(t )1 − 0 = 0 = ( + ( 2
1 9 2  

Therefore and .276t = 0 t .5522 = 0  
x v )(cos10˚)(2t) 4.38 mΔ = ( i = 1  

 
In reality, the basketball with a mass of 0.157 kilograms had the ability to travel a 

horizontal distance of around 10 meters.  
 
C. Torque Calculation  

Earlier in the paper the equation of the torque of each stepper motor was shown to be 
equal to . The spring constant is equal to 63.5 N/m. The displacement of the surgical0.5)kxr( s  
tubing is 11 cm. The radius of the lever arm is 0.79 meters. The torque in each motor is then 2.76 
Nm.  
 
C. Stepper Motor Specs 

Current (A) Power (W) Torque (N *m) Voltage (V) 

2 24.6 3.1 12.3  
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The current is limited by the Big Easy Driver which would blow out if it were to exceed 
two amps for a large amount of time. Because of this the machine has two stepper motors pulling 
the lever arm down, as the current would exceed two amps with one because of the torque 
needed to pull the arm down. The voltage is limited by the current, as a higher voltage would 
also cause the current to exceed beyond two amps due to the relationship .RV = I   
 By using different weights and attaching them to the stepper motor, the maximum torque 
of the stepper motor could be found. The torque of the weights had to equal the torque of the 
stepper motor so the mass was increased until the power source showed 2 amps going through 
the stepper motor. This is when the torque equaled 3.1 Nm. The torque needed in the machine is 
slightly below this in order to prevent the Big Easy Driver from blowing out. The power is equal 
to the product of voltage and current. 
 
D. Solenoid Limitations 

The solenoid used in this machine can handle up to 12 volts for a long period of time. 
However, 12 volts didn’t produce a magnetic field strong enough to pull in the lever on the 
machine. Since the solenoid is only needed for a brief amount of time, it is fired at 24 volts in 
order to produce the needed magnetic field. In this case, running such a large voltage doesn’t 
melt the wires of the solenoid. However, if the machine were to malfunction and the solenoid 
was left running for a large amount of time, the wires would melt and the trigger would no 
longer work. 
 
 
VI. Conclusion 

The rebounder currently functions as a machine which counts how many shots the user 
has made in a basketball hoop and returns the ball back to the user. The most effective and useful 
part of this machine is its ability to display and count the made baskets. This helps players collect 
real time data on what spots they are best at shooting from and where they could improve. 
Because of the inability to get the torque needed to launch an actual basketball back at the user, 
the machine only functions on a mini basketball hoop.  

In order to determine the spring constant of the surgical tubing (which was found to be 
63.5 N/m) an experiment was performed where it was assumed that the surgical tubing behaved 
as an ideal spring which abided by Hooke’s Law. However, this may not have been the case, and 
the calculated spring constant may not be accurate. With the data taken though, the relationship 
looked linear and therefore it is fair to assume it does abide by Hooke’s Law.  

One of the biggest flaws of the rebounder is that the surgical tubing wears out fairly 
quickly. As the machine is used more and more, the tubing becomes easier to stretch and its 
spring constant decreases. This means its potential energy decreases, and the ball will be 
launched a shorter distance. The machine does have hooks which allow the tubing to be 
unattached while the machine isn’t being used but it still gets worn out quickly. 

This change in force due to the tubing wearing off also decreases the torque of the tubing 
on the lever arm. This means that the stepper motor doesn’t need to provide as much torque and 
the current going through the motor decreases. As time goes on, the voltage given to the machine 
could increase and therefore increase the speed of the stepper motor. However, the numbers 
given in this paper are only when the tubing is at its highest spring constant. This means that as 
the machine is used more, the voltage given could exceed 12.3 V. 
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The most difficult part in creating the rebounder was building a self resetting catapult. 
Originally, a gear and roller system was created in order to try and launch the ball; however, it 
did not provide the necessary force needed to push the ball as far as desired. This system is 
detailed in Appendix C. Then a catapult system was built, but the main difficulty with this was 
having the catapult reset on its own in order to launch another basketball. These difficulties 
caused a downsize in the rebounder and therefore the machine can only be used on a mini hoop. 

In essence, this rebounder is a prototype for the larger goal of making it usable on an 
actual hoop. While anyone serious about improving their skill on a mini basketball hoop would 
find the real time data collecting of this machine useful, the goal is to provide a much more 
useful machine that is able to rebound a regulation basketball.  
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Next Steps 

Within the next week we will be adding the outer rim that holds together the netting that 
is necessary to catch each basketball after it is either made or missed and deliver it back to the 
catapult. If we were to continue this project in the future, we would create a rebounder for a 
regulation-sized basketball. This would involve figuring out how to provide enough torque to fire 
a basketball 15 feet away. In order to accomplish this, we would most likely have to use springs 
with much higher spring constants.  

https://sigmaxl.com/DiscoverSim-CaseStudy4-Intro.shtml
http://www.instructables.com/id/Arduino-Controlled-Catapult/
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A. Appendices 
A. Appendix A: Arduino Code that takes in the information given by the photoresistor to the 
arduino and is used to count the number of made shots and display that number to the user.  
 
const int PHOTO = A0; 
int ones = 0; //ones digit of shots made 
int tens = 0; //tens digit of shots made 
int count = 0; //shots made 
//digital pins for ones digit 
int lightsOne = 52; 
int lightsTwo = 53;  
int lightsThree = 50; 
int lightsFour = 51; 
int lightsFive = 48; 
int lightsSix = 49; 
int lightsSeven = 46; 
 
//digital pins for tens digit  
int secondLightsOne = 1;  
int secondLightsTwo = 2; 
int secondLightsThree = 3; 
int secondLightsFour = 4; 
int secondLightsFive = 5; 
int secondLightsSix = 6; 
int secondLightsSeven = 7;  
 
 
void setup()  
{ 
  //set mode to output for ones digit 
  pinMode(lightsOne, OUTPUT); 
  delay(2000); 
  pinMode(lightsTwo, OUTPUT); 
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  delay(2000); 
  pinMode(lightsThree, OUTPUT); 
  delay(2000); 
  pinMode(lightsFour, OUTPUT); 
  delay(2000); 
  pinMode(lightsFive, OUTPUT); 
  delay(2000); 
  pinMode(lightsSix, OUTPUT); 
  delay(2000); 
  pinMode(lightsSeven, OUTPUT); 
 
  //set mode to output for tens digit...  
  pinMode(secondLightsOne, OUTPUT);  
  delay(2000); 
  pinMode(secondLightsTwo, OUTPUT); 
  delay(2000); 
  pinMode(secondLightsThree, OUTPUT); 
  delay(2000); 
  pinMode(secondLightsFour, OUTPUT); 
  delay(2000); 
  pinMode(secondLightsFive, OUTPUT); 
  delay(2000); 
  pinMode(secondLightsSix, OUTPUT); 
  delay(2000); 
  pinMode(secondLightsSeven, OUTPUT); 
  Serial.println("done"); 
  Serial.begin(9600); 
} 
 
void loop()  
{ 
 
  int read_photo = analogRead(PHOTO); //voltage input by photoresistor 
 
//set lights momentarily so that next number can show 
  lightsOff(); 
  secondLightsOff(); 
 
//if laser did not reach photoresistor add to the count 
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  if (read_photo < 100) 
  { 
    count ++; 
  
  } 
 
  ones = count % 10; //ones digit of count 
  tens = count / 10; //tens digit of count 
 
//display the ones digit 
  if (ones == 1) 
  { 
    numberOne(); 
  } 
  else if (ones == 2) 
  { 
    numberTwo(); 
  } 
  else if (ones == 3) 
  { 
    numberThree(); 
  } 
  else if (ones == 4) 
  { 
    numberFour(); 
  } 
  else if (ones == 5) 
  { 
    numberFive(); 
  } 
  else if (ones == 6) 
  { 
    numberSix(); 
  } 
  else if (ones == 7) 
  { 
    numberSeven(); 
  } 
  else if (ones == 8) 
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  { 
    numberEight(); 
  } 
  else if (ones == 9) 
  { 
    numberNine(); 
  } 
 
//display the tens digit 
  if (tens == 1) 
  { 
    secondNumberOne(); 
  } 
  else if (tens == 2) 
  { 
    secondNumberTwo(); 
  } 
  else if (tens == 3) 
  { 
    secondNumberThree(); 
  } 
  else if (tens == 4) 
  { 
    secondNumberFour(); 
  } 
  else if (tens == 5) 
  { 
    secondNumberFive(); 
  } 
  else if (tens == 6) 
  { 
    secondNumberSix(); 
  } 
  else if (tens == 7) 
  { 
    secondNumberSeven(); 
  } 
  else if (tens == 8) 
  { 
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    secondNumberEight(); 
  } 
  else if (tens == 9) 
  { 
    secondNumberNine(); 
  } 
 
  delay(500); //loop every 0.5 seconds 
  
} 
 
//method for turning all the lights off 
void lightsOff() //for ones digit 
{ 
  digitalWrite(lightsOne, LOW); 
  digitalWrite(lightsTwo, LOW); 
  digitalWrite(lightsThree, LOW); 
  digitalWrite(lightsFour, LOW); 
  digitalWrite(lightsFive, LOW); 
  digitalWrite(lightsSix, LOW); 
  digitalWrite(lightsSeven, LOW); 
} 
 
void numberZero() //number zero for ones digit 
{ 
  digitalWrite(lightsOne, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(lightsTwo, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(lightsSeven, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(lightsFour, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(lightsFive, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(lightsSix, HIGH); 
} 
 
void numberOne() //number one for ones digit 
{ 
  digitalWrite(lightsTwo, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(lightsFour, HIGH); 
} 
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void numberTwo() //number two for ones digit 
{ 
  digitalWrite(lightsOne, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(lightsTwo, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(lightsThree, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(lightsSix, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(lightsFive, HIGH); 
} 
 
void numberThree() //number three for ones digit 
{ 
  digitalWrite(lightsOne, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(lightsTwo, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(lightsThree, HIGH);  
  digitalWrite(lightsFour, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(lightsFive, HIGH); 
} 
 
void numberFour() //number four for ones digit 
{ 
  digitalWrite(lightsSeven, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(lightsTwo, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(lightsThree, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(lightsFour, HIGH);  
} 
 
void numberFive() //number five for ones digit 
{ 
  digitalWrite(lightsOne, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(lightsSeven, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(lightsThree, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(lightsFour, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(lightsFive, HIGH); 
} 
 
void numberSix() //number six for ones digit 
{ 
  digitalWrite(lightsOne, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(lightsSeven, HIGH); 
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  digitalWrite(lightsThree, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(lightsFour, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(lightsFive, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(lightsSix, HIGH); 
} 
 
void numberSeven() //number seven for ones digit 
{ 
  digitalWrite(lightsOne, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(lightsTwo, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(lightsFour, HIGH); 
} 
 
void numberEight() //number eight for ones digit 
{ 
  digitalWrite(lightsOne, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(lightsTwo, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(lightsSeven, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(lightsThree, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(lightsFour, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(lightsFive, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(lightsSix, HIGH); 
} 
 
void numberNine() //number nine for ones digit 
{ 
  digitalWrite(lightsOne, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(lightsTwo, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(lightsThree, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(lightsFour, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(lightsSeven, HIGH); 
} 
 
////////////tens digit code below 
 
//lights off for tens digit 
void secondLightsOff()  
{ 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsOne, LOW); 
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  digitalWrite(secondLightsTwo, LOW); 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsThree, LOW); 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsFour, LOW); 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsFive, LOW); 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsSix, LOW); 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsSeven, LOW); 
} 
 
//numberOne for tens digit 
void secondNumberOne()  
{ 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsTwo, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsFour, HIGH); 
} 
 
//numberTwo for tens digit 
void secondNumberTwo()  
{ 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsOne, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsTwo, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsThree, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsSix, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsFive, HIGH); 
} 
 
//numberThree for tens digit 
void secondNumberThree()  
{ 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsOne, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsTwo, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsThree, HIGH);  
  digitalWrite(secondLightsFour, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsFive, HIGH); 
} 
 
//numberFour for tens digit 
void secondNumberFour()  
{ 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsSeven, HIGH); 
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  digitalWrite(secondLightsTwo, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsThree, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsFour, HIGH);  
} 
 
//numberFive for tens digit 
void secondNumberFive()  
{ 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsOne, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsSeven, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsThree, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsFour, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsFive, HIGH); 
} 
 
//numberSix for tens digit 
void secondNumberSix()  
{ 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsOne, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsSeven, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsThree, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsFour, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsFive, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsSix, HIGH); 
} 
 
//numberSeven for tens digit 
void secondNumberSeven()  
{ 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsOne, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsTwo, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsFour, HIGH); 
} 
 
//numberEight for tens digit 
void secondNumberEight()  
{ 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsOne, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsTwo, HIGH); 
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  digitalWrite(secondLightsSeven, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsThree, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsFour, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsFive, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsSix, HIGH); 
} 
 
 
//numberNine for tens digit 
void secondNumberNine()  
{ 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsOne, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsTwo, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsThree, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsFour, HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(secondLightsSeven, HIGH); 
} 
 
B. Appendix B: The Arduino code used to run the stepper motor with the arduino.  
#define stp 3 
#define stp1 4 
 
void setup() { 
  // put your setup code here, to run once: 
pinMode(stp, OUTPUT); //set both stepper motors to output 
pinMode(stp1, OUTPUT); 
Serial.begin(9600); 
} 
 
void loop() { 
  // put your main code here, to run repeatedly: 
    digitalWrite(stp,HIGH); //Trigger one step 
    delay(1); 
    digitalWrite(stp,LOW); //Pull step pin low so it can be triggered again 
    delay(1); 
    digitalWrite(stp1,HIGH); 
    delay(1); 
    digitalWrite(stp1,LOW); 
    delay(1);  
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} 
 
C. Appendix C: Gear and roller system originally created for this project.  

Originally, in order to accelerate the basketball two motors were used to spin rollers. The 
basketball would go in between these two rollers and be accelerated, causing it to travel forward 
the desired distance. However, it seemed unrealistic for this model to provide the necessary force 
to launch the ball as far as we wanted to. Additionally, the speed of the motors proved to be an 
issue. In order to fix this gears were attached to the motors. 
 
Explanation of reverse use of gears: 

210 rpm * 2 = 420 rpm 
420 rotation/min * 2(pi)(4.5) cm/rotation * 1 m/cm * 1 min/60 sec = 1.979 m/s 

 
The speed of the first gear would  just match the speed of the motor at 210 rmp. Because 

the second gear is exactly half the size of the first gear, it would go at twice the speed at 420 rpm 
(due to conservation of angular momentum). However, the resulting speed of the wheels was not 
enough to shoot a basketball out to the free throw line and the gears proved to be successful. 


